
CMSE 890-001: Spectral Graph Theory and Related Topics, MSU, Spring 2021

Homework 11
Due: April 18, 2021

In this homework will explore the diffusion maps algorithm that was introduced in Lecture
21.

Exercise 1 (10 points). Prove Theorem 55 from Lecture 21.

Exercise 2 (10 points total). Multi-scale clustering: In class we saw how the random walk
matrix, and thus the diffusion distance and the diffusion map, provides a multiscale repre-
sentation of cluster structures in a data set. Let us try this out ourselves.

1. (5 points) Write a function random_walk(M,lazy) that takes in two arguments: (i)
M the adjacency matrix of a graph; and (ii) a Boolean variable lazy. If lazy is False
have the function return the non-lazy random walk of G, and if lazy is True have the
function return the lazy random walk of G.

2. (5 points) Using the four clusters data set from Homework 09, Exercise 4, Part 3, create
a weighted adjacency matrixM in the same way as explained in Homework 09, but set
σ = 2−1.25. Compute the diffusion matrix P̃ = W̃ T and compute its powers P̃ 2j for
integers 0 ≤ j ≤ 15. Using matplotlib.pyplot.imshow, plot P̃ 2j for j = 2, 8, 15. For
j = 2 the rows should clearly distinguish all four clusters; for j = 8, the pairs of closer
clusters should have very similar rows, but these rows should be very different between
the two pairs of clusters; and for j = 15 all data points should have very similar rows,
nearly equal to the stationary distribution.

Exercise 3 (15 points total). Now let us explore what happens when we have data sampled
from a manifold, such as the circle. From a data analysis perspective, this exercise should help
you understand the difference between statistical aspects of a data set and geometric aspects
of a data set. Additionally, it will illustrate the importance of your graph construction.

1. (5 points) Use the function non_uniform_circle, which you can download here, to
generate n = 500 data points non-uniformly sample from the circle. There are three
peaks to the sampling density: one at angle 0 degrees, one at angle 120 degrees, and
one at angle 240 degrees. Plot the data; be sure to make the axes equal length (so it
looks like a circle), and make the plot large enough so that you can (at least kind of)
make out the sampling density.

2. (5 points) Using the same construction as in Exercise 2 (and Homework 09 before it),
create a weighted adjacency matrixM . Here use σ = 0.1. Take this adjacency matrix
M and make it a lazy adjacency matrix by constructing

M̃ :=M + I .
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/pgn5nqi04c35kp9/non_uniform_circle.py?dl=0


Using M̃ , construct a non-lazy random walk, which in fact will be lazy since M̃ has
ones down its diagonal, but the laziness of the walk will vary from point to point. As
usual let P̃ be the transpose of this random walk matrix. Compute the eigenvectors
φ̃1, . . . , φ̃n of P̃ and embed the data into R2 using a 7→ (φ̃2(a), φ̃3(a)). You should
get a triangle-like shape, with the corners corresponding to the high density sampling
regions. This should remind you of of Homework 04, Exercise 4.

3. (5 points) The embedding from part 2 gives a closed curve but it is skewed by the
sampling density. This feature of the embedding can be good if you are interested in
statistical properties of the data set. On the other hand, if you are only interested
in geometric aspects of the data set, this triangle-like embedding will not suffice. We
can fix it, though, using the following procedure. Taking the lazy adjacency matrix
M̃ from part 2, let D̃ be its diagonal weighted degree matrix. Compute a new lazy
adjacency matrix defined as:

M̃2 := D̃
−1M̃D̃−1 .

Intuitively, this new adjacency matrix M̃2 removes the effect of the sampling density
by making it appear that the sampling density is quasi-uniform, which it does by
dividing through by the empirical sampling density given by the diagonal of D̃. Now
compute the non-lazy random walk using M̃2 (which, as before, will be lazy since M̃2

is lazy), and compute its transpose, P̃2. Use the second and third eigenvectors of P̃2

to obtain an embedding of the data into R2. You should get a good approximation of
the circle (again remember to make your axes equal)! If you want to learn more about
this subject, read [1].
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